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Switching of a large anomalous 
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Hilbert v. Löhneysen1,2
The anomalous Hall effect (AHE), which in long-range ordered ferromagnets appears as a voltage 
transverse to the current and usually is proportional to the magnetization, often is believed to be 
of negligible size in antiferromagnets due to their low uniform magnetization. However, recent 
experiments and theory have demonstrated that certain antiferromagnets with a non-collinear 
arrangement of magnetic moments exhibit a sizeable spontaneous AHE at zero field due to a 
non-vanishing Berry curvature arising from the quantum mechanical phase of the electron’s wave 
functions. Here we show that antiferromagnetic Mn5Si3 single crystals exibit a large AHE which is 
strongly anisotropic and shows multiple transitions with sign changes at different magnetic fields due 
to field-induced rearrangements of the magnetic structure despite only tiny variations of the total 
magnetization. The presence of multiple non-collinear magnetic phases offers the unique possiblity 
to explore the details of the AHE and the sensitivity of the Hall effect on the details of the magnetic 
texture.
Among the magnetoelectronic transport phenomena, the Hall effect recently attracted renewed attention, in par-
ticular concerning antiferromagnetic materials1–6. The Hall effect generates a voltage Vx transverse to the current 
Iy in a perpendicular magnetic field Hz from which the Hall resistivity ρyx = Vyt/Ix or the Hall conductivity 
σ ρ ρ≈ /xy yx xx
2  are obtained (t: sample thickness along z direction, ρxx: longitudinal resistivity). In ferromagnets, 
the AHE ρyx
AH, i.e., the contribution in addition to the ordinary Hall effect ρ = R Byx
0
0  caused by the Lorentz force 
acting on the charge carriers, appears as a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry and spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) and was suggested to depend linearly on the magnetization M, ρ µ= R Myx
AH
S 0  or σ = S Mxy
AH
H
7. 
However, even in materials with low or even zero magnetization, a geometrical or “topological” Hall effect arising 
solely from the electronic band structure independent of SOC is observed which is attributed to the non-vanishing 
Berry curvature of electrons migrating through a chiral spin texture8–12. The Berry curvature Ωn(k) of the nth 
band gives rise to an anomalous velocity vn(k) of the Bloch electron in a given state k and a Hall current transverse 
to the electric field8.
A large AHE has been predicted to occur also in antiferromagnets with a non-collinear arrangement of mag-
netic moments and zero spin-chirality, where SOC induces a Berry curvature and a sizeable AHE in zero mag-
netic field5. This has been recently proven for hexagonal Mn3Ge2 and Mn3Sn3, showing at room temperature 
spontaneous Hall conductivities of 50 and 30 Ω−1cm−1 in zero magnetic field, respectively. These values are of 
similar magnitude like in ferromagnetic metals and semiconductors. A large Hall response up to 200 Ω−1cm−1 
has also been reported for the half-Heusler antiferromagnet GdPtBi originating from avoided crossings or Weyl 
points of the electronic band structure due to the breaking of time-reversal and lattice symmetry1. The results 
demonstrate that the large AHE of non-collinear antiferromagnets associated with low magnetization bears con-
siderable potential for future applications. Thus, spintronic devices based on antiferromagnetic metals have been 
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proposed to show current-induced phenomena like in ferromagnets and new concepts for functional devices have 
been developed to exploit advantages specific to antiferromagnets13–16.
Modifications of the AHE have been also observed for polycrystalline Mn5Si3 thin films in the non-collinear 
magnetic phase17,18. In contrast to Mn3Ge2 and Mn3Sn3, Mn5Si3 exhibits several different antiferromagnetic phases 
depending on magnetic field and temperature due to competing interactions between Mn moments. Below 
TN2 = 100 K, the crystal structure has orthorhombic symmetry with two inequivalent Mn sites. The magnetic 
structure of this AF2 phase comprises a collinear arrangement of magnetic moments Mn2. Below TN1 ≈ 60 K, 
the magnetic structure becomes highly non-collinear by realignment of Mn2 moments, splitting into Mn21 and 
Mn22 moments, and additional ordering of Mn1 moments due to a magneto-structural distortion (AF1 phase, 
Fig. 1)19–22. The three different Mn moments each occur in a parallel and antiparallel orientation thus generating 
six magnetic sublattices. The non-collinearity is attributed to anisotropy and frustration. In the AF1 phase, the 
crystal structure can be described with orthorhombic symmetry without inversion symmetry. Both transitions 
have been suggested to be of first order23,24. Elastic neutron-scattering experiments have shown that the magnetic 
texture of the non-collinear AF1 phase strongly changes in an applied magnetic field19,21. In light of the decisive 
effect of magnetic texture on the Berry curvature this feature is exactly what is needed to generate large variations 
of the Hall effect in increasing magnetic field.
Results
Figure 1 shows Hall-effect measurements in the non-collinear phase of Mn5Si3 single crystals with different ori-
entations of the applied magnetic field H with respect to the crystallographic axes. We observe multiple transi-
tions with sign changes of ρyx and a strong anisotropy of the AHE, in particular when comparing the cases for H c 
(Fig. 1a) and H a (Fig. 1c). In addition to the jump and a hysteresis of ρyx around zero field, Fig. 1a shows two 
jumps of ρyx at higher fields in positive and negative field direction. The jump at zero field is absent for field orien-
tations along the orthorhombic b and a axes (Fig. 1b,c). At fields above 5 T at T = 50 K, the Hall effect almost 
vanishes for all field orientations. While the H direction plays a distinctive role as just discussed, the perpendicu-
lar relative orientations of current direction and voltage drop do not entail large differences, cf. upper and lower 
panels in Fig. 1a–c.
Figure 1. Anisotropic anomalous Hall effect of Mn5Si3. Schematic shows the non-collinear AF1 phase of 
Mn5Si3 below TN1 = 60 K19. Solid lines delineate the orthorhombic unit cell. Green arrows visualize the magnetic 
Mn moments with their relative size indicated by the arrow length. (a,b,c) Hall resistivity for the magnetic field 
oriented parallel to the crystallographic c, b, and a axes of the orthorhombic structure, respectively.
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In the following we will focus on the results for the orientation H c, for which a large spontaneous Hall effect 
at zero field, a second transition at intermediate fields, and a third transition at high fields is observed. (The behav-
iour of ρyx with the field oriented along the b axis has been reported previously18. Figure 2a shows that for the field 
direction c, the Hall effect decreases with increasing temperature and vanishes above TN1 ≈ 60 K. While ρyx at 
25 K has two remanent states at ± 4 μ Ωcm at zero field, the magnetization shows only a weak difference of 
M(0) = ± 0.03 μB/f.u. in the hysteresis at zero field (Fig. 2b, upper left inset). This difference arises from a reorien-
tation of weakly ferromagnetically coupled Mn1 moments inferred from the magnetic susceptibility of Mn5Si3 
polycrystals, suggesting a magnetic-field induced second-order transition25. However, from the hysteresis of M 
and ρxy around zero field it appears more likely that a first-order transition occurs due to a “switching” of Mn1 
moments in a weak field which gives rise to shallow variations of M but huge contributions to the AHE.
At the second transition around 5 T at 25 K, ρyx switches back by the same amplitude as at zero field, whereas 
the corresponding change of magnetization M(0) = ± 0.06 μB/f.u. (Fig. 2b, lower left inset) is a factor two larger 
than at zero field. This transition is accompanied by a 1-% volume compression of the crystal lattice and has 
been attributed to a field-induced magnetostructural modification of the AF1 phase21,22. Here, the magnetic 
field perturbs the weak ferromagnetic coupling between neighbouring Mn1 moments arranged in chains along 
the crystallographic c axis. The order of the Mn1 moments is lost but the Mn2 moments are still arranged in a 
non-collinear fashion22. This magnetic phase is labeled AF1’. At 58 K, an aligned moment of ≈ 0.18 μB/Mn has 
been observed by neutron scattering21. In the present case, the jump observed at ≈ ± 3 T and 50 K corresponds to 
an increase of M by 0.06 μB/Mn.
The dependence of the Hall conductivity σxy on the magnetization M is shown in Fig. 2c, where the coloured 
areas indicate the different magnetic phases. Apart from the distinct hysteretic transitions, the Hall conductivity 
follows a linear behaviour σxy = − 0.032 V−1M with the same slope being observed at 25 K and 50 K, see blue 
broken lines in Fig. 2c. The linear behaviour corresponds to the roughly linearly increasing background mag-
netization M(H) observed in the AF2 phase at T = 75 K (Fig. 2c) and attributed to a tilting of Mn2 moments 
in magnetic field. No hysteretic transitions have been observed above TN1. The σxy(M) data at 75 K have been 
Figure 2. Anomalous Hall effect for H along c and current I along a. (a) Hall resistivity ρyx(H) at T = 25 K 
and 50 K (below TN1 = 60 K) and at T = 70 K between TN1 and TN2. (b) Magnetization M(H) for T = 25, 50, and 
75 K. Insets show M(H) in a small range of H. (c) Hall conductivity σxy vs. magnetization M. Blue broken lines 
indicate a linear behaviour of σxy observed in restricted regions of M. Coloured areas indicate the two non-
collinear magnetic phases. (d) Magnetoresistivity ρxx(H). Inset shows the temperature dependence of the jump 
Δ ρxx at the metamagnetic transition.
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used to disentangle the contributions arising from the ordinary Hall effect and from the AHE17. We obtain 
R0 = 6 × 10−10 m3/As and SH = − 0.0173 V−1 at 75 K in agreement with values obtained for polycrystalline Mn5Si3 
films17.
The jump of ρyx back to the smooth 70-K curve occurs at ± 5 and ± 9 T for T = 25 K and 50 K, respectively 
(Fig. 2a). This third transition is accompanied by a strong increase of M by ≈ 2.1(1.3) μB/f.u. at 25 (50) K (Fig. 2b) 
due to a first-order metamagnetic transition arising from a rearrangement of Mn2 moments to a magnetic state 
akin to the collinear AF2 phase25,26. The same behaviour is observed in the reverse field direction thus leading to 
distinct transitions of the Hall effect at the metamagnetic transitions AF1 → AF1’ and AF1’ → AF2 for each mag-
netic field direction. At high fields, i.e., above these transitions, the ρyx(H) data for T = 50 K and T = 70 K coincide, 
indicating similarity of magnetic structure and/or Berry curvature.
A strong field dependence is also observed in the magnetoresistivity ρxx(H), see Fig. 2d. ρxx(H) shows minor 
variations at low fields but a huge jump towards lower resistivity corresponding to a magnetoresistance ratio (MR) 
ρxx(H)/ρxx(0) = 17%, and an almost linear decrease towards higher fields, see the data for T = 50 K in Fig. 2d. The 
jump dissappears at TN1, see inset Fig. 2d.
The fact that the AHE vanishes in the collinear AF2 phase at temperatures T > TN1 or at high fields suggests 
that all variations of ρyx or σxy and M(H) below the high-field transition to the AF2 phase occur between two 
non-collinear magnetic phases AF1 and AF1’ with different magnetic-moment arrangements leading to sign 
changes of the AHE of similar size. Hence, a full reversal of the Hall effect is observed when the magnetic struc-
ture changes between two non-collinear states by application of a magnetic field.
The evolution of the AHE in the different magnetic states is also seen in the temperature dependence of the 
Hall effect at different applied magnetic fields, Fig. 3a. A strong variation of ρyx is observed for T < TN1. With 
decreasing temperature, ρyx(T) either decreases in a low field (1 T), or first increases and then decreases at inter-
mediate field (4 T), or increases steadily for high field (8 T). The pronounced dips are artefacts due to misaligned 
contacts leading to a contribution from ρxx(T) to ρyx(T) which is considerably large at the metamagnetic transi-
tion, cf. Fig.  2d. The offset was roughly compensated in the paramagnetic state at T = 110 K, see 
Supplementary Information, but could not be completely reduced during the temperature-dependent measure-
ment. Figure 3a (inset) shows that after zero-field cooling to 20 K and switching the magnetic field on and subse-
quently off in either direction generates a remanent AHE which decreases with increasing temperature to zero at 
TN2. The maximum of σxy(H = 0) = 140 Ω−1cm−1 at T = 25 K corresponds to an apparent AHE coefficient 
σ= = − . −S M/ 5 1VH
0
xy
1 in zero field, very similar to values observed for the non-collinear antiferromagnets 
Mn3Sn ( = − . −S 8 3VH
0 1)3 and Mn3Ge ( = − . −S 1 3VH
0 1)2. SH
0 is much larger than the slope of σxy(M) arising form 
the background magnetization in the AF1 phase, see the blue broken lines in Fig. 2c.
At temperatures below 20 K, the magnitude of the AHE decreases again. This is possibly due to a further 
change of the magnetic structure of Mn5Si3 at low temperatures which has not been investigated in detail up to 
now. In Mn5Si3 polycrystals, a small change of the magnetic susceptibility at T = 30 K was tentatively interpreted 
as being associated with a rearrangement of weakly coupled spins in the magnetically frustrated configuration22. 
A similar temperature dependence is observed for the zero-field Hall conductivity σxy(H = 0) (Fig. 3b) and the 
corresponding coercive field Hco (Fig. 3c).
From the transitions observed in ρyx, M(H), and ρxx (see Supplementary Information), we obtain the magnetic 
phase diagram for Mn5Si3, Fig. 4. TN1 decreases strongly with increasing field while TN2 does not change with 
field. Below TN1 = 60 K, a new intermediate phase AF1’ between the non-collinear phase AF1 and the collinear 
phase AF2 is established. This phase must also host a non-collinear magnetic structure because ρyx is nonzero in 
this regime and ρyx = 0 in the collinear phase. The state above TN1 or in high magnetic fields is thought to be akin 
to the collinear AF2 phase at T > 60 K due to the similar behaviour of ρyx(H), see Fig. 2a for T = 50 K and 70 K.
Figure 3. Temperature dependences. (a) Temperature dependence of the Hall resistivity ρyx in different 
magnetic fields. Inset shows the temperature dependence of the remanent AHE ρyx(H = 0) after a magnetic field 
of + 3 T or − 3 T was switched on and off at T = 20 K. (b) Hall conductivity at zero field σ ρ ρ≈(0) (0)/xy x xy x
2 . (c) 
The coercive field Hco of the Hall resistivity around zero field.
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In addition to the conventional Hall effect, where current, voltage, and magnetic field are mutually oriented 
perpendicularly, we observe strong voltages transverse to the current when either the current, i.e., electrical 
field, or the voltage is oriented parallel to the magnetic field along the crystallographic c axis (Fig. 5a and b 
AF1
AF1'
AF2
Figure 4. Magnetic phase diagram of Mn5Si3. Data obtained from measurements of Hall effect (red open 
symbols), resistivity (blue dots), and magnetization (orange triangles). Error bars indicate the hysteresis width 
of ρyx(H). Arrows visualize the relative non-coplanar orientations between Mn1 moments (violet) and Mn2 
moments (red) in the AF1 and AF1’ phases. The second set of antiparallel oriented moments is not shown.
Figure 5. Unusual Hall effects of Mn5Si3 below TN1 = 60 K. Hall resistivities ραβ(Hz) = Vα/Iβ where either 
the current I or the voltage V transverse to the current is parallel to the magnetic field oriented along the 
crystallographic c axis. (a) Longitudinal Hall effect. (b,c) Unconventional Hall effect.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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respectively). These unusual configurations are assigned as “longitudinal” or “unconventional” Hall effects, 
respectively27. The former is related to the so-called “planar Hall effect” which is usually maximal at an angle of 
45° between the magnetic field and current direction and arises from the anisotropic magnetoresistance. The 
unconventional Hall effect, on the other hand, has to be attributed to effects arising from the Berry curvature. We 
note that in Mn5Si3 the unconventional Hall effect with the voltage perpendicular to the current but parallel to H 
is only minor (Fig. 5c). Such unconventional Hall effects have been reported for Weyl semi-metals where anom-
alous magnetotransport phenomena (Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly) are observed due to a “topological” E ⋅ B term 
in the presence of weak antilocalization27. The existence of Weyl points or avoided crossings that develop in the 
electronic structure close to the Fermi level has also been suggested for the half-Heusler antiferromagnet GdPtBi 
exhibiting a large AHE1. However, the observed strong unconventional Hall effect in Mn5Si3 could alternatively 
arise from the strong anisotropy of the magnetic structure and AHE, cf. Fig. 1. A full quantitative explanation 
of the size and sign of the AHE in Mn5Si3 with the hitherto unique feature of a sequence of non-collinear phases 
must await electronic band-structure calculations to obtain the Berry curvature and magnon dispersion in the 
different magnetic phases. This is challenging due to the magnetic superstructure in the non-collinear regime.
Discussion
We have observed multiple transitions of the Hall effect, each within a narrow field region. The data clearly 
demonstrate that the Berry curvature and, hence, the AHE are very sensitive to a field-induced switching of the 
spin-texture phase even though the magnetization shows only shallow variations due to partly compensated 
moments in the non-collinear antiferromagnetic phase. Magnetic-field-induced transitions between multiple 
magnetic phases are typically observed in magnetically frustrated systems, where the frustration arises either 
from the geometry of the crystal lattice or from competing interactions between magnetic moments28. The exam-
ple of Mn5Si3, where the non-collinear magnetic order is due to anisotropy and frustration, suggests that a num-
ber of similar metallic compounds with complex magnetic structures possibly exhibit large variations of the 
Hall response in magnetic field which makes such materials attractive for applications relying on magnetic-field 
induced switching of electronic transport properties.
Methods
The Mn5Si3 single crystals were obtained by a combined Bridgman and flux-growth technique using a Mn-rich 
self flux and a low cooling rate of 1.2 °C/h. The crystals were characterized by powder x-ray diffraction, con-
firming the formation of the Mn5Si3 phase. Three cuboid pieces of mm- to sub-mm length and thickness with 
different orientations of the crystallographic ah and ch axes with respect to the sample edges were obtained after 
Laue diffraction. Resistivity and Hall-effect measurements were performed in a physical-property measurement 
system (PPMS) with the field oriented along the z direction perpendicular to the sample xy plane. 120-μm Cu 
wires were attached to the crystal with conductive silver-epoxy (EPOTEK H20E). Each sample was mounted in 
different orientations with respect to the magnetic field direction. Data were taken for both field directions and 
were symmetrized, see Supplementary Information. Due to the different contact configurations, i.e., separation 
of the Hall-voltage contacts, some data exhibit a slightly stronger scatter compared to other, cf. upper and lower 
panels of Fig. 1. Magnetization curves were acquired in a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) up to 12 T 
and in a SQUID magnetometer up to 5 T with the field applied in the same orientation as for the Hall-effect 
measurements.
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